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Abstract

The response of pions and protons in the energy range of 20 to 180 GeV produced
at CERN’s SPS H8 test beam line in the ATLAS iron-scintillator Tile hadron
calorimeter has been measured. The test-beam configuration allowed to mea-
sure the longitudinal shower development for pions and protons up to 20 nuclear
interaction lengths. It is found that pions penetrate deeper in the calorimeter
than protons. However, protons induce showers that are wider laterally to the
direction of the impinging particle. Including the measured total energy re-
sponse, the pion to proton energy ratio and the resolution, all observations are
consistent with a higher electromagnetic energy fraction in pion induced show-
ers. The data are compared with GEANT4 simulations using several hadronic
physics lists. The measured longitudinal shower profiles are described by an
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analytical shower parameterization within an accuracy of 5!10%. The amount
of energy leaking out behind the calorimeter is determined and parameterised
as a function of the beam energy and the calorimeter depth. This allows for a
leakage correction of test-beam results in the standard projective geometry.
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Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN collides protons with an energy
of 7 TeV. The resulting high center of mass energy will open a new chapter for
particle physics exploring the high energy frontier.

Hadronic calorimeters have the main task to measure the energy and direc-5

tions of jets, sprays of hadrons of various species that emerge from the hard
parton–parton scattering. Their hermeticity allows, in addition, to measure the
missing transverse energy and therefore to partly reconstruct particles that are
escaping detection. The understanding of the calorimeter response to hadrons
and of their shower development is crucial to achieve the best possible perfor-10

mance of the energy measurement.
While usually the calorimeter response is tested using single pions test-

beams, in the colliding beam experiment, jets are measured. Di!erences in
the response of pions, kaons, protons and neutrons (and the corresponding anti-
particles and other rare mesons and hadrons) are assumed to be small or de-15

scribed by the Monte Carlo simulation.
In 1994, however, it was pointed out that the response of non-compensating

calorimeters to pions and protons can be slightly di!erent [1], since the under-
lying production mechanism of the first few interactions of the hadron in the
calorimeter is di!erent. Based on Monte Carlo simulations a phenomenological20

model was developed that predicted the same energy depositions of hadronic
nature for pions and protons, but more electromagnetic energy depositions and
larger fluctuations in the electromagnetic energy fraction in the case of pions.
These e!ects were experimentally confirmed in 1998 [2, 3].

Here, we study the response of the Tile Calorimeter (TileCal), located in the25

barrel part of the ATLAS detector, to pions and protons in the energy range of
20 to 180 GeV produced at the CERN SPS H8 test beam line. The data have
been taken in the year 2002. The calorimeter response, the resolution and the
longitudinal and lateral shower development is studied for pions and protons.

The TileCal consists of steel plates used as absorber material and scintillating30

tiles used as active medium. The new feature of the TileCal design is the
orientation of the scintillating tiles which are placed in planes perpendicular
to the colliding beams. However, for the runs analyzed here a special non-
projective configuration of the test beam set-up has been used where the beam
direction is perpendicular to the scintillating tiles (“90 degree configuration”).35

This configuration allows almost full shower containment and makes it possible
to measure shower profiles up to 20 nuclear interaction lengths1 (!).

Previously, in the energy range of 10 - 140 GeV the longitudinal shower pro-
files for an iron-scintillator structure have been studied for the CDHS calorime-
ter [4], which had alternating scintillator and irons layers of 5 mm and 25 mm40

(compared to 3 mm and 14 mm in TileCal) and whose readout cells consisted

1Throughout this analysis an e!ective nuclear interaction length for the Tile calorimeter
is used. The value is ! = 20.55 cm, calculated using the known fraction of materials used in
the detector construction and their nuclear interaction lengths.
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of 5 scintillator-iron layers, whereas the typical TileCal readout cells was about
30 cm twice as long. The CDHS calorimeter was 240 cm long in the beam
direction, to be compared to 564 cm for the TileCal Barrel modules in the 90
degree configuration. In a recent publication of the TileCal collaboration the
longitudinal shower profile has been measured for prototype modules2, having5

a depth of 180 cm (9 !) and coarse granularity [5].
The results are also compared to Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations using several

hadronic physics models available in the GEANT4 [6] framework. The detailed
measurements contribute to test existing simulation packages and to guide their
future development such that the stringent requirements to correctly model10

the calorimeter response, and in particular the hadronic shower development,
imposed by the LHC physics programs, can be reached.

The paper is organized as follows:
In Section 1, the TileCal test beam set-up together with the beam line detec-
tors are briefly described. The Monte Carlo simulation including the various15

hadronic interaction models are described in Section 2. The data-set and the
event selection is presented in Section 3. and particle identification in Section 4.
In Section 5 the reconstruction of the hadron energy is briefly reviewed and the
uncertainty in the energy measurement are discussed. In Section 6 the mea-
surements of the response, the resolution, the longitudinal shower profile and20

the lateral shower spread are presented and in Section 7 they are compared to
Monte Carlo simulations.

Section 8 presents a phenomenological interpretation of the data. The elec-
tromagnetic fraction contained in pion and proton induced showers is extracted
and an analytical parameterization to describe the mean longitudinal shower25

profile is presented. Special emphasis is put on di!erences between protons and
pions. The results obtained using the TileCal in this analysis are compared to
measurements with the CDHS calorimeter and with TileCal proto-types mod-
ules in Section 9. Based on the analytical parameterization of the shower profile
a determination of the mean longitudinal leakage is presented in Section 10. In30

this section the mean longitudinal leakage is also compared to the longitudinal
leakage defined as the shift of the peak of the total energy distribution obtained
from a Gaussian fit. The energy and angular dependence of the longitudinal
leakage is determined and parameterized. In addition, the energy resolution as
a function of the calorimeter depth is presented.35

2These measurements have been performed in projective geometry. This means that the
particles enter the calorimeter as they would do in the ATLAS detector, if they were produced
at the proton proton interaction point.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the cell granularity of a TileCal module. The line indicate the direction
of particles produced at the nominal vertex in the ATLAS detector.

1. Experimental Set-up

1.1. The Tile Barrel Calorimeter

The iron-scintillator media of the TileCal modules is made of 4 mm and 5 mm
thick iron plates sandwiched by 3 mm thick scintillator tiles, with a periodicity
of 18 mm. The total thickness of the iron and the scintillator in a period is5

14 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The tiles are oriented perpendicularly to the
modules length such that the Barrel Module is extended over 307 periods. Each
side of the scintillating tiles is readout by a single wave length shifting (WLS)
fiber. The fibers are grouped together, separately for each side, forming a cell,
that is readout by two photo-multipliers (PMT).10

Each TileCal module is one of 64 azimuthal segments of the complete Barrel
and Extended Barrel assembly of the Tile calorimeter in ATLAS (see for details
[7]). The module design was driven by the requirement of productivity in the
"-plane3 and in the radial direction (#). The TileCal has a granularity of cells
spanning "" = 0.1 and "# = 2$/64 = 0.1. Eleven tile sizes are used in15

the structure of the Barrel Modules, grouped into the clusters of 3+6+2 tiles,
defining three radial samplings A, BC and D with depths of 1.5, 4.1 and 1.9 !
at " = 0, respectively. A sketch of the cell granularity in a TileCal module is
shown in Fig. 1.

The scintillating light produced in the tiles is transported via wavelength20

shifting fibres into photo-multipliers (PMT). The PMTs amplify the signal and
convert the optical signal into an electrical one. Each PMT channel has two
analogue paths: the high and the low gain with 82 cts/pC and 1.3 cts/pC. The

3 The " and # directions are chosen with respect to a reference frame with cylindrical
coordinates having its origin in the virtual proton-proton interaction point in ATLAS. In this
coordinate system the z-axis is defined along the beam axis. The # and $ angles are the
azimuthal and polar angles. The pseudo-rapidity is defined by " = ! log tan $/2.
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counters were routinely moved to be in the beamline for all orientations of the
scanning table.

Triggering was a simple coincidence with three beam scintillation counters.
The resulting spot size was typically 3x3 cm2 or less. In addition to the beam
trigger, several additional triggers (pedestal, charge-injection and laser-driven
signals) were implemented and suitably flagged, for electronics calibration pur-
poses.

Fig. 4. TileCal modules as stacked on the scanning table at the H8 beam

1.2 Signal read-out

The design of the TileCal front-end electronics is described in detail in Ref. [3];
only a few essential aspects are quoted here. The front-end electronics of each
module is housed in a pair of extractable “drawers” (each pair being referred to
as superdrawers), wherein the cell signals are digitized, the trigger tower ana-
log sums are performed and the PMT currents are measured. The superdraw-
ers also house the HV distribution to PMTs and monitoring and calibration
circuitry.

The “3-in-1” cards, situated inside the iron magnetic shield of the PMT block,
perform most analog functions of the front-end electronics. Bi-gain amplifiers
produce shaped PMT di!erential signals with a gain ratio of 64. Both high-gain
and low-gain outputs are digitized within the drawers. This system measures
energy depositions of up to 1.5 TeV in each readout cell; the least count
corresponds to an energy of approximately 15 MeV. The shaped signals are
sampled and digitized every 25 ns by 10-bit ADCs [4]. The sampled data are
temporarily stored in a pipeline memory until a trigger level-1 accept signal is
received. At the test beam, the level-1 accept is simply the beam scintillator
coincidence, vetoed by the computer busy condition. The digitized samples are
transfered from the drawer via an optical fiber link and recorded. In ATLAS
the samples will be further processed in o!-detector Read Out Driver (ROD)
modules.
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Figure 2: Configuration of the calorimeter modules in the test beam set-up. The arrows
indicate the direction of the impinging particles. In this analysis runs are used where the beam
hit TileCal from the side (called 90o). In ATLAS and in the standard test-beam configuration
the beam impinges under a smaller angle. An angle of 20o is indicated as example.

read-out electronics shapes, amplifies and digitizes the signals from the PMTs.
The shaped signals are sampled every 25 ns by a 10-bit ADC.

1.2. Test Beam Set-up and Beam Line Detectors

The H8 test beam line at the SPS accelerator of CERN is instrumented with
a set of beam detectors: scintillator trigger counters (S1-S3), wire chambers5

(BC1-BC2) measuring the lateral x and y position of the beam particles and
a helium filled threshold Cherenkov counter. The scanning table carrying the
modules was used to reproduce the angles of incidence of particles originating
from the LHC interaction region (see Fig. 1).

The layout of the TileCal modules in the H8 test beam line area is shown in10

Fig. 2. It consists of one production Barrel Module, 5.64 m long, two production
modules of the Extended Barrel, 2.93 m long, which are stacked together on top
of the prototype Barrel Module 0.

The beam energy has been precisely determined for each run using the mea-
sured currents in the bending magnets and the collimator setting. The exact15

numbers together with the nominal beam energy are given in Tab. 2.
The Extended Barrel modules are not used in the measurement of the lon-

gitudinal shower profile due to the di#culty of accounting for the large gap
(equivalent to two barrel layers) between two modules in the test beam set-up.
Instead, the energy measured in the Barrel Module 0 is multiplied by a factor20

of two4.

4Taking into account that the direction of the initial particle is a symmetry axis and the
distance from the axis to Module 0 and Extended Barrel module is equal, this procedure
measures correctly the mean energy and the average longitudinal shower profile. However,
the resolution is made somewhat worse, since event-by-event fluctuations can not be followed.
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As indicated in Fig. 2 the beam impinges from the side of the production
Barrel Module, perpendicularly to the scintillating tiles. The direction of the
beam is defined to be the x-axis. The beam impact point has been chosen to be
on the center of the fifth tile row of the BC cell. This choice takes advantage of
the relatively fine longitudinal segmentation of the BC cells while giving good5

lateral containment of the showers, because the distance from the beam axis to
the exit of the bottom Module 0 and the top of the EB Module is approximately
2 !.

Longitudinally showers are fully contained in the calorimeter, since no energy
is observed in the last layers of the modules. The lateral containment of the10

shower in the test beam set-up is about 99% as shown in Section 8.1.

2. Monte Carlo Simulation Tools

2.1. Simulation of Hadronic Showers

The simulation of the calorimeter modules was performed within the ATLAS
software framework using the GEANT4 simulation toolkits [6].15

The Monte Carlo simulation models the interaction of particles with the
detector material on a microscopic level. The detailed shower development
follows all particles that interact electromagnetically in the calorimeter with an
expected travel path (range) larger than 1 mm. Besides purely electromagnetic
processes, also hadron interactions and photo-nuclear interactions are simulated.20

Neutrons are followed in detail up to 10 µsec. After that time all their energy
is deposited at the location of the neutron.

The strong interaction of hadrons is modelled in four phases depending on
the energy range:

1. The interaction of the projectile with the nucleus using parameterised re-25

action cross-section for various processes (fission, capture, elastic, inelastic
scattering)

2. The fragmentation of the partons produced in the inelastic hadron nucleon
collision using theory driven or parameterised models (" 10 GeV - 10 TeV)

3. The interactions of the hadrons in the medium of the nucleus are modelled30

using intra-nuclear nucleon cascades (1 ! 10 GeV).
4. Nuclear processes to de-excited or split the excited nucleus via spallation,

break-up, fission etc.(1 ! 100 MeV).

Within the GEANT4 simulation framework several models can be used to
simulate the interaction of particles with matter. The applicability of the model35

depends on the particle type, the energy range and the target material. There
is also the possibility to use di!erent models for the same particle type and
energy range. A “physics list” is a consistent collection of models that covers
the interaction of all particles in the whole energy range from thermal energies
to the several TeV range. Therefore, depending on the application and on40

the required physics performance and the available computing time, di!erent
physics lists can be chosen.
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In this study, four di!erent physics lists have been used which are recom-
mended for calorimeter studies at LHC energies.

The physics list LHEP employs parameterization-driven models for all hadronic
interactions using measured and extrapolated reaction cross-sections, particle
spectra and multiplicities for the final state. Several parameters have been5

tuned in a global fit to describe a large number of hadron-hadron scattering
data. It contains the Low Energy Parameterized (LEP) model for interaction
of hadrons for low energies and the High Energy Parameterized (HEP) model
for higher energies5.

As a result, the LHEP physics list provides a fast simulation, but baryon and10

meson resonances are not produced and the secondary angular distributions for
low energy reactions of O(100 MeV) cannot be described in detail. This model
is a re-implementation of the GHEISHA model in GEANT3.21 [8].

The second physics list QGSP employs the formalism of the quark-gluon
string (QGS) model for soft and fast ’punch-through’ interactions of the projec-15

tile with nucleons of the nuclear medium. The string excitation cross-sections
are calculated in the quasi-eikonal approximation. QGSP uses Barashenkov’s
pion cross-section [9] and the Wellisch-Axen systematics for nucleon induced
reactions [10]. At low energies QGS is not applicable and the LEP model is
used instead6. The pre-compound model is used for de-excitation of a nucleus20

left in an excited state after energetic interaction.
In both physics lists, QGSP and LHEP, the Bertini intra-nuclear cascade

model for hadron-nucleus interactions can be added (QGSP BERT and LHEP BERT).
In this case the strong interaction of hadrons below 10 GeV is simulated accord-
ing to the Bertini model [11, 12, 13] 7. In this model the projectile and induced25

secondaries are transported along straight lines through the nuclear medium
(approximated by concentric, constant-density shells) and interact using the
free hadron-nucleon total cross-section. At the shell boundaries a particle can
be reflected or transmitted. As cascade collisions occur, excited residual nuclei
are formed which can then evaporate neutrons or alpha particles and can ra-30

diate photons due to inter-nuclear transitions, as well as undergo weak decay
with subsequent de-excitation.

2.2. Detector Simulation

The simulation of the TileCal models the detailed structure of the scintillat-
ing tiles and the iron absorber.35

5The code applies the HEP (or the LEP) model with a probability that increases from zero
to 1 (or decreases from 1 to zero) linearly as the hadron energy increases from 25 GeV to 55
GeV.

6The QGS (LEP) model is always used for energies above 25 GeV (below 12 GeV). Hadrons
between 12 and 25 GeV are treated by either model, with the choice being made event by
event by a linearly varying probability.

7The Bertini model is fully used up to 9.5 GeV. The LEP model is fully used for energies
larger than 9.9 GeV. For energies between 9.5 and 9.9 GeV a choice between the two models
based on a linearly increasing probability is made.
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The simulation of the TileCal scintillators includes saturation e!ects mod-
elled according to Birks law and the e!ects of photo-statistics in the photo-
multipliers. However, no attempt is made to describe the detailed optical prop-
erties of the scintillating tiles and the read-out fibres.

Also the light attenuation between the two PMTs is not modelled. A simple5

linear interpolation is used to distribute the energy to the PMT on each cell
side. The maximal drop of the signal between the two PMTs of a cell due to
non-linearities is not larger than 5%.

The electronic noise was extracted from experimental data using randomly
triggered events and added incoherently to the energy of each PMT in the MC10

samples. Coherent noise is not simulated, but known to be relatively small [14].
A sample of 10000 events was simulated for each physics list and for each

beam energy and particle type.

3. Data Set and Event Selection

3.1. Data Set and Event Selection15

The data analyzed here were taken in June and July of the year 2002. The
energy range from 20 to 180 GeV is covered.

Events in the tails of the lateral beam profile are eliminated with the help of
the beam chambers. The response of the chambers is fitted with a Gaussian and
all events within three standard deviations around the mean are accepted. These20

cuts reduce the momentum spread of the beam and decrease the acceptance for
events, where a hadron decays or interacts early in the material of the H8 beam
line before entering the calorimeter.

In each of the scintillator counters S1-S3, a signal compatible with the one
from a minimum ionizing particle is required in order to remove multiple hits25

from accidental coincidences of beam particles and to reject early showering
hadrons.

The reconstructed time and energy of all PMTs are used to reconstruct the
energy weighted event time. All events within three standard deviations around
the mean are accepted.30

4. Particle Identification

The hadron beams produced at the H8 beam line contain in general a mixture
of electrons, muons, pions, protons and possibly also kaons, depending on the
beam energy, the used target (primary, secondary or tertiary) and the beam line
optics.35

It is therefore necessary to identify the type of the particle impinging to
the calorimeter and to determine the purity of the selected sample. If possible,
external detectors like the Cherenkov counter are used for particle identification.
However, it is also necessary to use the information from the calorimeter itself.
In this case a bias on the calorimeter measurement is introduced and needs to40
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be carefully evaluated either by studying the e!ect of the cut in the data or by
using a MC simulation.

It has been checked that runs with nominally di!erent particle beams give the
same results after particle identification. The number of events for each particle
type, selected as described below and for each beam energy is summarized in5

Table 1.

4.1. Electron and Muon Rejection

To remove electrons and muons in the pion beam no external detector was
available. The rejection has to be based on the topology of the energy deposi-
tions in the calorimeter.10

4.2. Electron Rejection

Electrons are rejected using the average energy density [15] defined as

AvD =
1

N

!

i

Ei

Vi
, (1)

where N is number of cells above a certain energy threshold8, and Ei and Vi

are the energy and the volume of the cell i, respectively.
As an example, the distribution of the average energy density at 50 GeV15

is presented in Fig. 3. It is fitted with the shapes of the simulated pion and
electron distributions varying their relative weights. The pion distribution was
modelled using an equivalent number of events simulated with the LHEP BERT
and QGSP BERT physics lists 9. To discriminate pions from electrons a cut
value corresponding to the minimum of the average energy density distribution20

is applied. This value slightly depends on the beam energy and is adjusted for
each energy.

The electron contamination in the 20 GeV pion sample is evaluated to be
less than 0.5 %, while keeping a pion e#ciency of 98.7%. At 50 GeV the electron
contamination is already as low as 0.2% and further decreases towards higher25

beam energies.

4.3. Muon Rejection

To reject muons in the pion sample the total measured energy in the calorime-
ter is used. Events are rejected, if they have an energy below three times the

8 For energies E " 50 GeV, only cells having more than about 1% of the total measured
energy enter in the sum of eq. 1. For lower energies, the best separation is achieved, if the cell
threshold is increased to 50 % of the total measured energy. These optimal thresholds have
been evaluated with a Monte Carlo simulation.

9 As shown in Section 7 the measured longitudinal profile is in between the prediction of
QGSP and LHEP (within 20%) when adding the Bertini cascade. In addition, the lateral
shower spread is well described. Therefore, LHEP BERT and the QGSP BERT are used to
describe the average energy density and to estimate the systematic uncertainties introduced
by the cut to reject electrons.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the average energy density for E = 50 GeV. Shown are data and
MC simulations of electrons (dashed line) and pions (dotted line). The solid lines illustrate
the result obtained by adjusting the relative normalisation of the electron and pion simulation
to the data.
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root mean square of the distribution below the mean energy. The cut is chosen
such that essentially no pion event is removed. Thanks to the good energy con-
tainment of the set-up, the amount of pions or protons with an energy below
this cut can be estimated by comparing the high energy to the low energy tail
of the energy distribution of pions or protons.5

Such a cut removes the overwhelming fraction of muon events, but does not
allow to identify the rare cases where muons induce showers with large, mainly
electromagnetic energy deposits through the processes of bremsstrahlung, pair
production and knock-on of delta rays.

Since the cross-section of those processes is very low, the distribution of10

showering muon events along the beam direction is rather uniform compared
to the sharp increase of the hadron interaction probability, that scales as (1 !
exp (!z/!)). Therefore, if only a cut on the total energy is used, muons that
deposit a large amount of energy in one or few cells can be misclassified as
hadrons and the longitudinal profile at the end of hadronic shower may be15

noticeably overestimated.
The mentioned features can be exploited by defining a likelihood that a

given event is compatible in each cell with the expected muon energy distribu-
tion obtained from the GEANT4 [6] simulation that models all electromagnetic
radiative processes10. The likelihood uses the product of the probabilities of20

each cell. To further enhance the pion muon separation the likelihood is in ad-
dition divided by the probability that a hadron does not interact until a given
depth that is given by exp (!z/!). The first cell in the trajectory of the initial
particle where the signal exceeds a given threshold is considered to be the cell
where the first hadronic interaction happens.25

As an example, the resulting muon likelihood distribution for a beam energy
of 100 GeV is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a all events are shown, while in Fig. 4b
the events above the cut on the total energy are shown. The likelihood provides
a very good separation. Two separate peaks are clearly visible, the one on the
left corresponding to pions and the one on the right to muons.30

To discriminate muons from pions a cut near the minimum of the likelihood
distribution is chosen for each energy.

Superimposed on Fig. 4 as lines are the results of MC simulations. The
dotted line shows a pion simulation11 and the dashed line a muon simulation.
An appropriate mixture of these MC simulations obtained by varying their35

relative weights is shown as a solid line. It is remarkable that the MC simulation
describes well the shape of the likelihood distribution in the data, in particular
also the hadronic part12.

Therefore the MC simulation can be used to evaluate the purity of the pion

10 In the version used in this analysis photo-nuclear interaction induced by muons have not
been simulated, because the corresponding cross-sections are very low.

11The peak of the pion simulation at large likelihood values is due to pions decaying to
muons.

12All hadronic physics lists described in Section 2 give similar results for this observable.
To increase the number of simulated events all physics lists are used in the figure.
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Figure 4: Muon likelihood constructed from the cell energy spectra obtained from simulated
muons for the run with E = 100 GeV. In a) all events are shown, in b) only the events
passing a cut on the total measured calorimeter energy. Shown are data and MC simulations
of pions (dotted line) and muons (dashed line). The solid lines indicate the result obtained
by adjusting the relative normalisation of the electron and pion simulation to the data. The
vertical lines indicate the cut value.
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pion sample proton sample

Ebeam [GeV] $ p [%] e [%] µ [%] p $ [%]
20 55167 – # 0.53 # 0.02 – –
50 11833 # 0.02 # 0.22 # 0.02 7160 2.9 ± 0.2
100 11139 # 0.03 # 0.20 # 0.03 19867 0.77 ± 0.06
180 16198 # 8.7 # 0.19 # 0.04 25027 12.6 ± 0.2

Table 1: Summary of the number of proton and pion events in the data set after event selection
and particle identification. Also shown are the numbers of the determined contaminations in
the proton and pion sample. The contamination of electrons and muons in the proton sample
is very small and therefore not given. At 20 GeV only a negative beam was available (with
no proton contamination). The numbers with a less equal sign in front are an upper limit at
95% confidence level on the contamination.

sample. To reject muons in the pion sample, only events below a cut corre-
sponding to the minimum of the likelihood are accepted (see vertical dashed
line in Fig. 4). In addition the cut on the total deposited energy further reduces
the very few events where muons pass the requirement on the likelihood.

4.4. Summary of Electron and Muon Contamination5

The electron and muon contaminations are summarized in Table 1 for each
beam energy and separately for the pion and the proton sample. Quoted are
upper limits on the contamination of muons and electrons in the pion sample.
The electron and muon contaminations in the proton sample were also evaluated.
They are negligible, since the Cherenkov counter rejects almost all of them (see10

section 4.5).
The electron and muon contamination are below 0.5% for all beam energies.

4.5. Pion and Proton Identification

The Cherenkov counter is used to discriminate pions from protons. The
distribution of the Cherenkov counter signal (in ADC counts) is shown in Fig. 515

for beam energies of 50, 100 and 180 GeV.
The peak in the low signal region is compatible with the pedestal distribution

and corresponds to particles leaving no signals in the Cerenkov counter like, e.g.
mostly to protons. The shape of the proton distribution can therefore be well
modelled with a Gaussian.20

The broad distribution in Fig. 5, peaked at larger Cherenkov signals, is
mainly due to pions and muons. Its shape can be described by a Poisson distri-
bution with a mean value that corresponds to the 2!3 photo-electrons registered
by the photo-multiplier (depending on the pressure settings). Since the distribu-
tion is also smeared by the finite resolution, it cannot be described analytically.25

A noticeable fraction of the events does not generate a signal in the Cherenkov
counter and therefore exhibits a tail that extends also to the pedestal zone.

To estimate the residual contamination of pions in the sample of protons
and the contamination of protons in the sample of pions, muons identified by

15
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Figure 5: Cherenkov counter response to hadrons and muons at 50, 100 and 180 GeV. Closed
circles denote the measurement for hadrons. Open circles correspond to muons. The dashed
line is a Gaussian fit to the pedestal distribution. The dotted line corresponds to the shape
of pions estimated from the muon measurements.
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the calorimeter are used to estimate the shape of the pion distribution in the
low signal region (see open circles in Fig. 5)13.

Together with the Gaussian describing the proton peak the muon distribu-
tion is scaled to describe the measured hadron Cherenkov signal distribution
(see dashed and dotted line in Fig. 5). The adjusted muon Cherenkov signal5

distributions describes the hadron data within the statistical uncertainties in
the region, where no contribution from protons is expected. From this fit the
pion (proton) contamination in the proton (pion) sample can be estimated by
calculating the number of events below (above) the chosen cuts.

The pion contamination in the sample of protons is summarized in Table 1.10

A sharp increase of the contamination is observed at 180 GeV. This is a con-
sequence of non-optimal pressure settings, leading to a visible e#ciency loss of
pions.

Since at E = 180 GeV the contamination is quite large, all observables
measured for protons are corrected using the determined fraction of pions in15

the proton sample and the measured observables for pions. This is possible,
because the proton contamination in the pions sample, as evaluated, is seen to
be comparatively small.

The proton contamination in the pion sample is found to be negligible at all
energies, if the assumption is made that the e#ciency that protons give a signal20

in the Cerenkov counter is zero. This assumption is well justified for the low
energy runs. For the run at E = 180 GeV an upper limit at 95% confidence
level on the proton contamination of about 9.0% has been estimated. In the
following for all runs all observables are not corrected for proton contamination,
but for the E = 180 GeV run a possible contamination of up to 9.0% leads to25

a systematic uncertainty.
The shape of the Cherenkov counter spectra (see Fig. 5) does not leave much

room for a third possible hadron species in the beam, kaons in particular. This
is also consistent with the estimation of the kaon fraction in the hadron beam
estimated by MC simulations to be less than about 5 % [16] at 180 GeV and30

less at lower energy.

5. Calibration and Corrections

5.1. Electronics and Detector Calibration

Details of the calibration of TileCal for the test-beam data taken in 2002
and 2003 are given in ref [16]. Here, only a short summary is given.35

The charge injection system (CIS) calibrates the response of the read-out
electronics and a radioactive cesium source (Cs) is used to measure the optical
response and to equalize the cell response. The measured channel energy is

13Due to the small mass di!erence of muons and pions (as compared to the one between
pions and protons), muons are expected to closely reproduce the pion distribution of the
Cherenkov response in the full signal range.
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reconstructed by:
Echan

rec = FADC!pC · FCs · Afit, (2)

where Afit is the amplitude (corrected for the pedestal) of the measured samples,
the factor FADC!pC is the electronic calibration factor measured with the CIS
system [17], FCs corrects for cell non-uniformities using the cesium data. The
cell energy is reconstructed as the sum of the two channels each read-out by one5

PMT.
The signal calibrated with the CIS- and the Cs-system is converted to an

absolute energy using a calibration factor (FpC!GeV) that is obtained using
electrons. This calibration factor defines the “electromagnetic scale”. The re-
sponse of the TileCal cells of about 10% of the TileCal modules installed in10

the ATLAS detector has been studied using electron test-beams in 2002 and
2003 [18]. The average response of high energetic electrons impinging at a po-
lar angle of 20o on the TileCal divided by the beam energy is defined as the
FpC!GeV calibration factor14. It is measured to be FpC!GeV = 1.050 ± 0.003
pC/GeV. The cell response variation is 2.4± 0.1% [18, 16]. The dominant part15

of the residual cell non-uniformity of about 2% for electrons is due to di!erences
in the optical properties of the tiles and the read-out fibres (intra-cell)15.

The resulting RMS spread of the pion response is 1.5±0.4% [16]. This spread
includes the cell-to-cell and the module-to-module variation. The intrinsic pion
response variation in one module is about 0.6 ! 0.7%. It is mainly due to tile-20

to-tile di!erences estimated to be 0.5% and due to the uncertainty in the CIS
calibration that contributes with 0.42%.

Most of the results in ref. [16] are obtained with beams impinging in the
projective geometry, relevant for the understanding of the calorimeter response
in proton-proton collisions. However, the TileCal in the test-beam configuration25

analysed here has a di!erent behaviour.
The electron signal is defined as the sum of the first and the second cell

that are hit by the impinging beam. The signal-to-energy conversion factor for
electrons impinging from the side is determined by the ratio of the electron
signal to the beam energy and is found to be 1.075 pC/GeV. This value has30

been found by averaging the results from electrons in the same runs as used for
the pion analysis. The value is consistent with the result from the projective
geometry, if the electron response variation with the impact angle as obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations [16] is taken into account.

The muon response normalized to the transversed path length per cell has35

been measured. The cells give the same response within 5 % which is in agree-
ment with the results found in ref [16].

14 Due to the varying size of the tiles and the iron absorber as a function of the particle
impact point, the electrons response varies by about 10% between small angles " = 0 and
large angle " = 0.65[18, 16].

15Such di!erences can be determined by the Cs-calibration system, but not corrected for,
since the smallest read-out entity is a cell and the particle impact on the cell is not known
a-priori.
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The electron response normalized to the beam energy for electron between
20 to 180 GeV has been found to be linear within 1% using several di!erent data
sets. Since the electron beam can only be used to calibrate the edge cells of the
TileCal a cell inter-calibration procedure based on the Cs-system that equalizes
the BC and D cells with respect to the A cells is needed. This procedure needs5

to take also geometrical e!ects into account [18]. Since the electromagnetic scale
has been determined using the BC-cell, in this analysis this cell is used as the
reference and the response in the A-cells and D-cells is changed by 0.976 and
1.062, respectively.

5.2. Corrections for Detector faults10

In the 2002 test beam set-up half of the Barrel Module 0 had no read-out
electronics. To overcome this limitation, for each beam energy two runs were
taken, with the beam hitting opposite sides of the production Barrel Module.
In this manner, the symmetry of the set-up around " = 0 allowed to measure, in
separate runs, the average energy depositions in the upstream and downstream15

halves of Module 0. The mean energy deposition as well as the longitudinal
shower profile can then be on average reconstructed from these two measure-
ments.

The correction for the mean energy for the non-working part of Module 0 is
rather small. It is clear, however, that the RMS can not be corrected with this20

procedure. The non-working part of the Module 0 leads to an overestimation
of the RMS. However, the e!ect can be estimated by the MC simulation and
is found to be negligible. The biggest e!ect is observed at the highest energy
where it reaches 0.1%.

The functioning of the PMTs is checked by selecting muons in the hadron25

beams impinging at various lateral positions on the calorimeter. Since muons
deposit uniformly along their path they are a good tool to check the PMT
response (calibration, noise, etc.).

Only a few cases of PMT with unexpected low signals were observed. In this
case the PMT energy was set to zero and the energy of the PMT reading out30

the opposite side of the cell was multiplied by a factor of 2.
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Figure 6: Measured total energy divided by the beam energy for pions (closed circles) and
protons (open circles) as a function of the beam energy. The total energy is presented on the
electromagnetic energy scale. Shown are statistical uncertainties together with an uncorrelated
systematic uncertainty of 0.7% added in quadrature (see section 8.1).

6. Data Analysis and Results

6.1. Mean Energy Response

The measured mean total energy, normalized to the beam energy, is referred
to as the response of the calorimeter. It is shown for pions and protons in Fig. 6.
For pions, the response increases by about 7% from 20 to 180 GeV. The increase5

for protons is steeper.
Fig. 7 shows that for all energies the response is larger for pions, and that

the ratio of the pion to proton response decreases towards higher energies. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown. Most of the systematic uncertainties cancel
in the ratio.10

6.2. Energy Resolution

The resolution defined as the root mean square divided by the mean energy
(RMS/E) shown in Fig. 8 is about the same for pions and protons at low energies
and is better for protons at higher energies (E $ 100 GeV).

Since the calorimeter is very long the hadronic shower is fully contained and15

there is no low energy tail from longitudinal leakage. Therefore it is enough
to quote the RMS of the energy distribution, since it give the same result as a
Gaussian fit around the peak value.
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Figure 7: The ratio of the mean energy measured for pions and protons as a function of the
beam energy. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.

These results (mean and RMS) are not biased by the cut on the average
energy density. They stay stable within 0.2% when the cut on the energy density
is removed in the MC simulation. The results of both means and resolutions
are corrected for the measured beam contamination.

6.3. Shape of the Energy Distribution5

All the previous measurements reflect qualitatively the non-compensating
nature of the TileCal that leads to a di!erent response to the hadronic and
electromagnetic energy depositions during the shower development. They are,
moreover, consistent with a larger electromagnetic energy fraction in pion in-
duced showers.10

The di!erent response of the TileCal to the electromagnetic and hadronic
shower components is also clearly illustrated in Fig. 9, where the energy dis-
tribution normalized to the mean energy %Etot& is compared for pions and pro-
tons at 100 GeV. The shapes are fitted by a Gaussian in the region between
0.8 < Etot/%Etot& < 1 and extrapolated to the region 1 < Etot/%Etot& < 1.2,15

where the energy response is larger than the mean and more events are seen
than would be expected, if the whole energy distribution was Gaussian. In this
region the electromagnetic energy fractions appears to be higher.

The bias introduced by the particle identification cuts are smaller than 2 %
up to values around 1.1 and then increases up to 10 % towards the end of the20

ratio.
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The clear asymmetry between low and high energy depositions is even more
visible in the ratio of the data to the extrapolated Gaussian fit16 shown in
Fig. 10. In the region Etot/%Etot& < 1, where the energy is lower than the mean,
the measured shape is compatible with a Gaussian. In the region above the
mean, for both pions and protons, an increasingly larger number of events is5

seen in the measured distribution. This e!ect is more pronounced for pions than
for protons. This nicely illustrates the di!erent pion and proton responses in
the calorimeter: protons have a more symmetrical shape with a less pronounced
left-right asymmetry than pions, as a consequence of the larger size and of larger
fluctuations in the electromagnetic content of pion induced showers.10

6.4. Longitudinal Shower Profiles

The measured longitudinal shower profiles for pions and protons are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. They represent the mean energy as a function of the depth of
the layer. The depth is taken to be the size of the B sub-cell, since most of the
energy is deposited here. The normalization is done with respect to the mean15

total measured energy17.
The measurements extend up to 20 ! in depth. On average, both types

of hadron showers quickly deposit their energy and reach the point within the
first few ! in depth where the mean energy deposition is maximal. The average
energy deposition then exponentially decreases towards the end of the shower20

and is down by approximately four orders of magnitudes at 15 !.
The long tail at the end of the shower becomes flatter, when the mean energy

loss per cell is compatible to the noise fluctuations. The measurement is stopped
at this depth.

The ratio of the profiles of showers induced by pions and protons is presented25

in Fig. 12. Since the statistical uncertainties of the measured longitudinal pro-
files are relatively higher at the end of showers, the ratios are only presented
for a limited range of depth that depends on the energy. At 50 GeV the pion
to proton ratio is flat and close to 1, up to a depth of 10 !. It decreases with
depth at higher energies.30

This behavior may be explained by the higher proton interaction cross-
section with iron nuclei. Therefore, pions, on average, penetrate deeper in the
calorimeter. This results in fewer hadronic interactions initiated by pions in the
first one or two cells, which, however, are characterized by a higher fraction of
neutral pions. These two di!erences in the underlying mechanism of the shower35

development for pions and protons have opposite e!ects on the longitudinal pro-
files. This might explain the similar longitudinal shower development for pion
and protons at 50 GeV.

The bias resulting from the electron rejection cut (see Section 4.1) on the pion
and proton longitudinal shower profile can be evaluated by using the results of40

16To obtain the ratio, the integral of the fitted Gaussian is calculated for each bin, divided
by the bin width and by the number of data events in this bin.

17 In this section the longitudinal profile are not corrected for the e!ect of the projective
form of the BC cells. Such corrections will be discussed and applied in Section 8.3.
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Figure 11: Pion and proton longitudinal shower profile at various energies. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown.
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simulations with di!erent hadronic interaction models where electron and pions
or protons are mixed together according to the measured beam composition
and by comparing the results with and without the electron rejection cuts. A
systematic uncertainty of maximally 4% is found on the measured value in the
first layer using the QGSP physics list. As will be shown later, QGSP predicts5

too short and too narrow hadronic showers and the systematic uncertainty is
therefore overestimated. Using the LHEP BERT physics list a bias of only 1%
was found on the same quantity.

Since the normalization of the longitudinal profile is chosen to be the total
energy, also other layers can be a!ected. However, the bias due to the electron10

rejection cut is at least 2 times smaller. The systematic uncertainty introduced
by the muon identification cut can be evaluated by looking at the observables
with and without the cut on the discriminant (see Section 4.1) as well as using
the results of simulation. The resulting systematic uncertainty is found to be
smaller than the statistical uncertainty.15

The systematic uncertainty due to a possible proton contamination in the
pion sample for a beam energy of 180 GeV has been evaluated by moving the
Cerenkov signal cut further to higher values (see Section 4.5). This control
sample only contains very pure pions. The ratio of the longitudinal energy
profiles in the standard and the control samples is the same up to about 10!.20

From this point onwards it slowly increases and reaches about 10% at 15!. This
ratio is considered a systematic uncertainty in the measurement.

6.5. Lateral Spread

In Fig. 13 the ratio of the energy deposit in the Module 0 and in the pro-
duction Barrel Module is presented. The distance of the beam impact point in25

the Barrel Module to the Module 0 is 0.6 !. The ratio is a simple estimator of
the lateral spread of the shower. Since the measured ratio is larger for pions
than for protons, pion induced showers are laterally narrower. This may come
as surprise, since pion showers have just been shown to be longer.

This observation might also be qualitatively explained by the di!erence in30

the electromagnetic energy contents of pion and proton showers. Most of the
energy is produced near the core of the shower. Since electromagnetic showers
are compact, the electromagnetic energy is deposited relatively close to the core
of the shower. Assuming that the hadronic energy deposited in the pion and the
proton showers has the same lateral spread, the above defined ratio will be as35

much di!erent as the inverse ratio of the electromagnetic energy fraction. Since
the electromagnetic energy fraction is larger by about 20 % (see Section 4.5),
the 20% larger lateral spread for protons is consistent with this interpretation.
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7. Comparisons to Monte Carlo Simulations

In this section the response, the resolution, the mean longitudinal shower
profile as well as the lateral spread are compared to Monte Carlo simulations.

7.1. Response

Fig. 14 shows the comparison of the data with the Monte Carlo simulation5

for the pion and proton response. The comparison is performed at the electro-
magnetic scale. For the MC the electromagnetic energy scale is obtained using
the results from the electron simulations. The normalization is chosen such that
the mean electron energy in MC equals to the beam energy.

The LHEP physics list predicts a response that is about 10% lower than the10

data. The QGSP physics list is closer to the data, but also 5% lower. Adding
the Bertini cascade increases the response by about 5 ! 10% and improves the
description of the energy dependence of the response. However, the response in
the QGSP BERT physics list is about 3% higher than the one in the data. For
the LHEP BERT physics list the response is 1% lower.15

7.2. Resolution

The comparison of the resolution in the Monte Carlo simulation to the one
in the data is shown in Fig. 15.

For both MC simulation models LHEP and QGSP, the RMS spread is larger
by about 10 % in the Monte Carlo simulation than found in the data. Adding20

the Bertini cascade decreases the simulated resolution by about 15%. For pions
this results in a resolution that is 5% narrower than the one in the data. For
protons the simulation describes the data well except for a proton energy of 50
GeV.

Taking into account the good description of the mean total energy and the25

RMS spread by the Bertini models, in particular, by QGSP BERT, we conclude
that adding the Bertini cascade model leads to a better description of TileCal
energy resolution.

7.3. Longitudinal Shower Profile

The measured pion shower profiles are compared to all physics lists for all30

energies in Fig. 16. To make the direct comparison easier, the ratio of the
simulated shower profiles to the ones measured in the data are shown. The
predictions of the hadronic physics lists vary significantly.

The LHEP physics list describes the pion data above 50 GeV quite well,
i.e. within 10% for the first 10 !. At low energies the simulated showers are,35

however, too short. For instance, for pions with an energy of 20 GeV the mean
deposited energy is 40% lower at a shower depth of 10!18.

18Note, that for 20 GeV energy almost the same model (LEP) is used for both physics lists,
QGSP and LHEP.
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they are smaller than the marker size. The overall normalisation uncertainty is 1%.
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Figure 15: Ratio of the RMS of total energy distribution in the Monte Carlo simulation to
one in the data as a function of the beam energy for four physics list for pions (a) and protons
(b). Only statistical uncertainties are included.
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Figure 16: Ratio of various MC simulations to data for the pion longitudinal shower profile
description at various energies. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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The QGSP physics list predicts too short pion showers over the full energy
range. The mean deposited energy is too large at the beginning (+20%) and
too low at the end of the shower (!40% at 10!).

Adding the Bertini inter-nuclear cascade model makes showers longer in both
physics lists, LHEP and QGSP. This is probably due to the larger number of low5

energy neutrons produced by this model. For the LHEP physics list above 50
GeV the showers are too long, while at 20 and at 50 GeV the data are described
within about 10%.

In the case of the QGSP physics list, adding the Bertini cascade leads to
noticeable improvements in the description of the data. In the first 10 ! the10

data are reproduced within a precision of ±20%. At 10 ! LHEP BERT is 20
% too high, while QGSP BERT is 20 % too low. Unlike LHEP, in case of
the QGSP list (with or without Bertini’s model) the underestimation of the
longitudinal shower profiles is consistent in the energy range 20 to 180 GeV.

7.4. Lateral Spread15

Fig. 17 shows the ratio of the longitudinal shower profile of data and Monte
Carlo simulations for protons. The LHEP physics list describes the data quite
well above 50 GeV, but fails at 20 GeV. The QGSP physics list predicts too
short showers in the full energy range. Using the Bertini model in addition
makes shower longer and a better agreement to the data is observed, but the20

proton shower is still shorter. The description of the 50 GeV shower profile is
worse than the one at 100 and 180 GeV. The shower starts and ends to early.
At the beginning of the shower the mean energy deposited is +20% and at a
shower depth of 10! 50% less energy is deposited.

The description of the data for protons is in general worse than the one for25

the pions for all physics lists.
The ratio of energy deposition in the Barrel and Module 0 for data and

simulation is presented in Fig. 18. Both physics lists, QGSP and LHEP, predict
showers with a lateral spread significantly narrower than the one measured in
the data for both pions and protons. The description of QGSP is worse than30

the one of LHEP. Adding the Bertini cascade leads to a better description of the
data for both physics lists. However, the simulated showers are still narrower.
LHEP BERT gives the best description, but the shower are predicted to be a
bit wider than the ones in the data.

7.5. Summary35

In conclusion, QGSP predicts showers that are too short and too narrow.
LHEP reproduces the longitudinal shower shape correctly for E > 50 GeV, but
the showers are too narrow. Adding the Bertini cascade model makes showers
longer and wider. For QGSP this reproduces the data better, while for LHEP
the showers become too long.40

The physics lists QGSP and LHEP, together with the Bertini cascade model
were therefore used to evaluate the electron contamination in the pion sample
and to estimate the systematic uncertainty introduced by the cut on the average
energy density (see Section 4.1).
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Figure 17: Ratio of various MC simulations to data for the proton longitudinal shower profiles
at various energies. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure 18: Ratio of energy depositions in the Module 0 to the ones in the Barrel Module
for data and for various MC simulations as a function of the beam energy. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown.
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8. Phenomenological Interpretation

8.1. Electromagnetic Content in Pion and Proton Induced Showers

Enom
beam [GeV] 20 50 100 180

Emeas
beam [GeV] 20.21 50.36 100.54 179.73

!E!"/Emeas
beam 0.807 ± 0.001 0.844 ± 0.001 0.8560 ± 0.0005 0.8660 ± 0.0006

!Ep"/Emeas
beam ## 0.811 ± 0.001 0.8302 ± 0.0003 0.8448 ± 0.0004

A! [%] 99.27 99.33 99.34 99.42
Ap [%] ## 99.20 99.29 99.33

(RMS/!E")! [%] 11.94 ± 0.06 8.94 ± 0.08 6.77 ± 0.04 6.00 ± 0.05
(RMS/!E")p [%] ## 8.6 ± 0.1 5.95 ± 0.03 5.13 ± 0.03

!E!"/!Ep" ## 1.040 ± 0.002 1.031 ± 0.001 1.025 ± 0.001

Table 2: The nominal and measured beam energy, the mean measured response corrected for
lateral leakage and contamination, the estimated lateral containment (A!/p) and the relative
resolution (root mean square divided by mean of the measured energy distribution) for pions
and protons. The pion to proton ratio is also given. Only statistical uncertainties are quoted.

In the previous sections it has been shown that the various measurements
can be consistently interpreted, if pion showers have a larger electromagnetic
energy fraction than proton induced ones. For a more quantitative analysis the5

phenomenological model of ref. [1, 19, 20] is used19.
The energy response (on the electromagnetic energy scale) divided by the

beam energy Ebeam can be written as:

R =
E

Ebeam
= fp/!

em +
h

e
(1 ! fp/!

em ), (3)

where fp/!
em is the electromagnetic energy fraction for proton and pion induced

showers that is parameterized according to ref. [1, 19, 20]:10

fp/!
em (E) = 1 ! (E/Ep/!

0 )
m"1

, (4)

where m and Ep/!
0 are free parameters. The parameter Ep/!

0 is the extrap-
olated energy at which the cascade is entirely hadronic, or an e!ective turn-
on energy for $0 production. The power m is connected to the mean num-
ber of secondaries and the mean energy fraction going to neutral pions in any
given strong interaction in the cascade. It is expected to be the same for pions15

and protons [1]. This parameterization successfully describes various measure-
ments. The fit is based on the data summarized in Table 2. An uncertainty of
"Ebeam/Ebeam = 25%/Ebeam ' 0.5% on the beam momentum is used.

19 Another phenomenological model parameterizing the energy behavior of hadrons some-
times used in calorimeter studies, was proposed by Fabjan et al., [21] and used by Wigmans
[22]. The parameterization of ref. [1, 19, 20] has the advantage that the electromagnetic energy
fraction at very high energy has the correct limit, therefore it is used in this analysis.
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The data are corrected for lateral containment that can be estimated using
runs where the beam hits the fifth tile row in the Extended Barrel module.
Assuming that the lateral shower development is symmetric around the axis of
the impinging particle, the lateral energy leakage can be determined from the
energy deposition in Module 0 and therefore the lateral energy leakage in case5

when the beam hits the center of barrel module can be determined. The lateral
containment thus determined for pions (A!) and protons (Ap) is also given in
Table 2.
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Figure 19: Pion and proton response as a function of the beam energy. Overlaid is a fit to a
parameterization describing the energy dependence of the response of pions and protons given
in eq. 3. The total energy is presented on the electromagnetic energy scale. The statistical
uncertainties and a systematic uncertainty of 0.7% added in quadrature is included in the
data points (see section 8.1).

The energy response is fitted to the data using eq. 3. The fit is done simul-
taneously on the pion and proton data, i.e. seven data points are used. The10

parameter is fixed to E!
0 = 1 GeV. Following the arguments in ref. [1, 19, 20],

we also assumed that the exponents for pions (m!) and for protons (mp) are
equal. In this way only three free parameters have to determined by the fit:
the ratio (e/h), the parameter Ep

0 and the exponent m. The result of the fit
is shown in Fig. 19. The fit describes the response to pions and protons well15

(%2/ndf = 0.7).
A systematic uncertainty of 0.7% is assumed for each data point. This un-

certainty is assumed to be uncorrelated between the data points. The amount
of the uncertainty is taken from a study of the intrinsic response variation in one
module [16]. The uncertainty due to the overall normalisation is accounted for20

by repeating the fit with an electromagnetic scale factor varied by 2.4%. Since
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proton and pions as a function of the beam energy. The bands indicate the uncertainty due
to the statistical uncertainty of the fit parameters.

the normalisation is based on electrons hitting the detector in the same geomet-
rical configuration (see section 5.1), the full cell-by-cell variation is considered
as systematic normalisation uncertainty in the fit.

The fit results are summarised in Table 3. All parameters are in the range
discussed in ref. [1]. For completeness also the results of a recent determination5

using pion data from the same test-beam period in the projective geometry [16]
are given. The results are compatible.

this analysis projective result
e/h 1.43 ± 0.08 ± 0.02 1.33 ± 0.06 ± 0.02
m 0.84 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.03 ± 0.01
Ep

0 2.76 ± 0.76 ± 0.01 –

Table 3: Parameters describing the hadronic response of the Tile calorimeter for the 2002
test-beam in the projective geometry [16] and the configuration where the pion hits from the
side. See text for definition.

The extracted ratio of the electromagnetic fraction for the pion and proton
induced showers is shown in Fig. 20 as a function of the beam energy. The
light band indicates the uncertainty due to the statistical uncertainties on the10

fit parameters. The electromagnetic energy fraction in proton induced showers
is about a factor of 0.7 ! 0.9 lower than the electromagnetic energy fraction
for pion induced showers (see light band in Fig. 20). The ratio fp

em/fp
had rises
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towards higher energies. This is in contrast to the ratio of the hadronic energy
fraction of pions and protons that does not depend on the energy as shown in
Fig. 20 (dark band).

8.2. Analytical Description of Longitudinal Profile

Bock et al. [23] suggested the following parameterization for the hadronic5

shower longitudinal profile in analogy to the formula describing the longitudinal
electromagnetic shower profile [24]:

dEs

dz
= N

"

w

#

z/X0

$a"1

e"bz/X0 + (1 ! w)

#

z

!

$a"1

e"d z

!

%

, (5)

where N is a normalization constant, a, b, d, w are free parameters, ! is the
nuclear interaction length, X0 is the radiation length20 and z is the distance from
the shower vertex. According to Bock et al. the first (second) term describes10

electromagnetic (hadronic) shower component.
Even with the segmentation of the TileCal used in non-projective geometry,

an accurate determination of the shower vertex position (shower start) is not
possible. Therefore, eq. (5) needs to be convoluted with exp(!z/!), which is the
probability for a hadron to pass the distance z without undergoing a hadronic15

(inelastic) interaction [23]:

dE

dz
=

& z

0

dEs(z ! zv)

dz
e"zv/" dzv, (6)

where zv is the coordinate of the shower vertex. The calculation of the above
integral results in [25]:

dE

dz
= N

"

wX0

a

#

z

X0

$a

e"bz/X0

1F1(1, 1 + a, (b !
X0

!
)

z

X0
)+

(1 ! w)!

a

#

z

!

$a

e"dz/"
1F1(1, 1 + a, (d ! 1)

z

!
)

%

,

(7)

where 1F1(a, b, c) is the confluent hyper-geometric function [26], which can be
calculated using the GNU scientific library.20

The normalization constant is obtained requiring:
&

#

0

dE

dz
dz = Ebeam, (8)

which gives

N =
Ebeam

!$(a)(wX0b"a + (1 ! w)!d"a)
, (9)

where $(a) is the Gamma function21. To describe the normalized shower profile
in eq. 8 and eq. 9, Ebeam has to be replaced by 1.

20Throughout this analysis an e!ective radiation length for the Tile calorimeter is used.
The value is X0 = 2.24 cm.

21We have corrected an error in the normalization constant in [25].
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x 20 GeV 50 GeV 100 GeV 180 GeV
1.67 0.240 ± 0.004 0.206 ± 0.003 0.165 ± 0.004 0.151 ± 0.002
3.45 0.214 ± 0.003 0.209 ± 0.003 0.212 ± 0.005 0.213 ± 0.003
5.09 0.092 ± 0.001 0.106 ± 0.002 0.119 ± 0.003 0.121 ± 0.002
6.69 0.0369 ± 0.0005 0.0490 ± 0.0008 0.057 ± 0.001 0.0623 ± 0.0009
8.15 0.0155 ± 0.0002 0.0216 ± 0.0003 0.0291 ± 0.0006 0.0328 ± 0.0005
9.61 0.0061 ± 0.0001 0.0095 ± 0.0002 0.0138 ± 0.0003 0.0155 ± 0.0002
10.99 0.00173 ± 0.00005 0.00355 ± 0.00009 0.0060 ± 0.0001 0.0072 ± 0.0001
12.37 0.00107 ± 0.00003 0.00180 ± 0.00006 0.00292 ± 0.00007 0.00354 ± 0.00005
13.74 0.00052 ± 0.00002 0.00084 ± 0.00004 0.00134 ± 0.00004 0.00164 ± 0.00003
15.12 0.00022 ± 0.00001 0.00031 ± 0.00002 0.00059 ± 0.00002 0.00078 ± 0.00002
16.49 ## 0.00017 ± 0.00002 0.00024 ± 0.00002 0.00044 ± 0.00001
17.87 ## 0.00007 ± 0.00001 0.00014 ± 0.00001 0.000216 ± 0.000007
19.33 ## ## ## 0.000079 ± 0.000004
20.80 ## ## ## 0.000044 ± 0.000003

Table 4: Pion longitudinal shower profile for di!erent beam energies. The values given in the
first column correspond to the upper edge of the bins. The first bin starts at a depth of 0.12 !
corresponding to the depth of the end plate of the TileCal. Only statistical errors are given.

8.3. Unfolding the Longitudinal Profile

The cell geometry of TileCal was optimized for the measurement of particles
coming from the LHC interaction point. For particles penetrating from the side,
as analyzed here, the cells of the same layer are shifted relative to each other.

In particular, the second sampling (BC) of the TileCal consists of two rel-5

atively shifted sub-cells (B and C). The shift varies with the depth decreasing
in the middle and increasing in opposite directions towards the end. The beam
hits the center of the B sub-cell which is about 2 ! thicker and the main energy
deposition occurs here.

The shower profiles presented in the previous sections do not include any10

correction for the projective form of the BC cells and the contribution from the
relative shift of the A cells with respect to the B sub-cells of the same layer.
This creates a small bias, since it is assumed that all the energy is deposited
within the granularity (the segmentation along the shower axis) given by the B
sub-cell.15

The unfolding procedure transforms the measured longitudinal shower pro-
files obtained for the projective cell geometry to shower profiles corresponding
to the non-projective configuration. They are defined as the energy deposit
in the consecutive calorimeter layers with locations and thicknesses coincident
with the ones of the B sub-cells.20

This is possible to realize using the parameterization of the longitudinal
profile of the A sampling and of the lateral shower profile at di!erent depths.
More details on the unfolding procedure can be found in ref. [27]. In addition,
the measured longitudinal energy profiles is also corrected for lateral leakage
that has been determined from data for each depth. The e!ect of the unfolding25

is smaller than 5% for all measurements.
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Figure 21: Unfolded longitudinal shower profile for pions at 20, 50, 100 and 180 GeV. Su-
perimposed is the result of the analytical shower parameterization adjusted to the data. The
solid line indicates the region where the fit is done, the dashed line indicates the extrapolation
outside this region.

x 50 GeV 100 GeV 180 GeV
1.67 0.206 ± 0.003 0.187 ± 0.004 0.166 ± 0.003
3.45 0.209 ± 0.003 0.215 ± 0.005 0.214 ± 0.004
5.09 0.107 ± 0.002 0.113 ± 0.002 0.119 ± 0.002
6.69 0.0490 ± 0.0008 0.051 ± 0.001 0.059 ± 0.001
8.15 0.0218 ± 0.0004 0.0238 ± 0.0005 0.0286 ± 0.0005
9.61 0.0095 ± 0.0002 0.0104 ± 0.0002 0.0128 ± 0.0002
10.99 0.0037 ± 0.0001 0.00418 ± 0.00008 0.00560 ± 0.00009
12.37 0.00146 ± 0.00006 0.00184 ± 0.00004 0.00246 ± 0.00004
13.74 0.00052 ± 0.00004 0.00076 ± 0.00002 0.00115 ± 0.00002
15.12 0.00015 ± 0.00002 0.00032 ± 0.00001 0.00043 ± 0.00001
16.49 0.00007 ± 0.00001 0.000120 ± 0.000007 0.000137 ± 0.000007
17.87 0.00004 ± 0.00001 0.000070 ± 0.000004 0.000043 ± 0.000005
19.33 ## ## 0.000035 ± 0.000003
20.80 ## ## ##

Table 5: Proton longitudinal shower profile for di!erent energies. The values given in the first
column correspond to the upper edge of the bins. Only statistical errors are given.
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Figure 22: Unfolded longitudinal shower profile for protons at 50, 100 and 180 GeV. Super-
imposed is the result of the analytical shower parameterization adjusted to the data. The
solid line indicates the region where the fit is done, the dashed line indicates the extrapolation
outside this region.
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8.4. Adjustment of the Analytical Longitudinal Shower Shape Parameterization
to the Unfolded Data

The corrected pion and proton shower profiles are shown in Fig. 23, Fig. 21
and Fig. 22. The numerical values of the longitudinal shower profiles are also
given in Tables 4 and 5.5

In order to fit the corrected experimental data using eq. 7 simultaneously for
the various energies, the parameters a and w are assumed to have a logarithmic
energy dependence, while b and d are assumed to be energy independent. This
energy behavior of the free parameters makes it possible to fit simultaneously
all available data.10

The curves in Figs. 21, 22, 23 represent the results of the fit obtained for
pions and protons. The fit is restricted to the first 15! to reduce the e!ect of rare
large energy depositions. The following parameter values have been obtained
for pions:

a = !0.208 + 0.559 lnEtot(GeV), w = 0.647 ! 0.0618 lnEtot(GeV), (10)

b = 0.243, d = 0.743, (11)

and for protons:15

a = 0.880 + 0.302 lnEtot(GeV), w = 0.676! 0.657 lnEtot(GeV), (12)

b = 0.266, d = 0.784. (13)

The parameter Etot denotes the total energy in the calorimeter.
The parameterized profile was integrated over the depth of each cell and

the integrals were fitted to the experimental points. With this procedure the
parameterization is independent of the geometry of the calorimeter cells. The
parameterization obtained describes the experimental data within 5 ! 10% for20

pions and protons.
In the measurement of the longitudinal profile a cut on the average energy

had to be applied to remove the residual electron contamination in the beam (see
section 4.1). The influence of this cut on the parameterisation of the longitudinal
shower profile can be evaluated with a Monte Carlo simulation. Typically the25

parameterisation can change by 5% and this is considered to be a systematical
uncertainty.

The obtained values allow to calculate analytically the energy deposition at
each given depth of the calorimeter for pions and protons within the energy range
of 20 to 180 GeV. For higher energies the empirically found energy dependence30

of the parameters might be useful. The longitudinal shower profile of pions and
protons is also presented in Tab. 4 and Tab. 5.

9. Comparison to Previous Results

9.1. Comparison to CDHS Measurements

The pion longitudinal shower profiles obtained in Section 8.3 can be com-35

pared with previous measurements made in the energy range of 10 ! 140 GeV
using the iron-scintillator CDHS calorimeter [4].
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Figure 23: Unfolded longitudinal shower profile for pions and protons at 50 and 180 GeV.
Superimposed is the result of the analytical shower parameterization adjusted to the data. The
solid line indicates the region where the fit is done, the dashed line indicates the extrapolation
outside this region.
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The CDHS calorimeter has a finer granularity than TileCal, but only a depth
of 12.4 !, which is more than twice as short as TileCal’s special set-up used in
this work. The iron-scintillator volume ratio of CDHS calorimeter is similar to
one of TileCal, but it has a sampling frequency that is approximately 2 times
smaller. In order to compare with the results obtained in this analysis, the5

e!ective nuclear interaction length of the CDHS calorimeter (! = 19.5 cm22 )
is used to change the units of the abscissa of the data presented in ref. [4].

The comparison of TileCal and CDHS pions shower profiles for beam energies
of 20, 50 and 100 GeV is presented in Fig. 24. The superimposed curves are
the results of the fit to the TileCal data presented in Section 8.4. In ref. [4] no10

possible contamination of the pion beam by proton is mentioned.
Good agreement between the TileCal data and the more finely sampled data

of the CDHS calorimeter is observed. The parameterization obtained using
TileCal data describes the CDHS shower profiles within an accuracy of 10%. It
is remarkable that the shower profiles measured in ref. [4] for beam energies (10,15

15, 30, 75, 120 and 140 GeV), which were not available in the data set studied
here, are also described with the same accuracy by the extrapolated analytical
parameterization. This shows that the determined energy dependence of the fit
parameters is correct.

From the analytical function and the parameters given in ref. [4] we were not20

able to reproduce the shown shower profiles and therefore we can not overlay
this parameterization and compare with the one obtained in this work.

9.2. Comparison to TileCal Prototype Data

For 100 GeV pions the longitudinal shower profile was measured in ref. [5]
using TileCal prototype modules for particles impinging the calorimeter at 1025

degrees. For the construction of the TileCal prototype modules the same ma-
terials with the same relative fractions were used as for production modules,
therefore both have the same nuclear interaction length. The energy deposition
values in di!erent samplings presented in Tab. 4 of ref. [5] are used.

The comparison of the shower profiles obtained with TileCal prototype mod-30

ules to the one obtained in this work is presented in Fig. 25. The shower profile
measured with the prototypes modules are normalized such that the area below
the shower profile equals 1. The old measurement is described with an accuracy
of 10%.

The parameterization as well as the measurement obtained in this work are35

also normalized in the same way to the integral of the parameterization within
the range corresponding to the prototype measurements. In order to be able to
easily compare the old measurement with the parameterization, the integral of
the shower profile is calculated within each bin of the prototype measurement
and divided by the bin width.40

22The e!ective nuclear interaction length of the CDHS calorimeter is calculated using the
known fraction of material used in the detector construction and their nuclear interaction
lengths.
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Figure 24: Comparison of pion longitudinal shower profile measured with TileCal and CDHS
calorimeter at various energies. The results of fit to TileCal data are also presented.
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While the agreement between the data is good it is not possible to also
compare the parameterisations derived from the data, since the parameterisation
used for the prototype analysis is not reproducible from the information given
in ref. [4] and ref. [25].

10. Influence of Longitudinal Shower Fluctuations on the Energy5

Measurement

In the following we make use of the long calorimeter that can be studied in
the configuration where the beam impinges on the side to study the influence
of the longitudinal shower fluctuations on the energy measurement.

In this special configurations the calorimeter length can be varied (in units10

of cell lengths) and in this way changes of the peak energy and the energy reso-
lution due to longitudinal leakage can be measured. Using the parameterisation
derived in the previous section the mean energy loss for any calorimeter length
can be calculated.

The ATLAS calorimeter at " = 0 has a length of 9.7!. The hadronic15

calorimeter only has a length of 7.4!.

10.1. Evaluation of the Dependence of the Mean and the “Peak” on the Calorime-
ter Depth

The analytical parameterization of the longitudinal shower profile (see Sec-
tion 8.3) allows to calculate the average longitudinal energy leakage for a given20

energy and a given depth. As an example, Fig. 26 shows the results of the
average longitudinal leakage calculations for TileCal production modules for a
calorimeter length that corresponds to a pion or proton entering at |"| = 0.35
in projective geometry.

The average longitudinal leakage is roughly proportional to the logarithm of25

the beam energy. The mean longitudinal leakage is about 1% at 10 GeV and
then increases to 3% for protons and 4% for pions at 100 GeV. Above 50 GeV
pions exhibit a larger leakage fraction than protons. The uncertainty due to
the uncertainty of the fit parameter increases towards increasing energy. It is
negligible for low energies, it is about 10% at 100 GeV and 30% at 180 GeV.30

The " dependence of the average longitudinal energy leakage for 100 GeV
pions and protons is presented in Fig. 27. The leakage is about 5% for pions
and 4% for protons for beam impact points " = 0.1 and than decreases to 1.5%
at " = 0.6. The uncertainty on the leakage is 10% for all beam impact points.

It is interesting to compare the results of the mean longitudinal energy leak-35

age to the leakage defined with respect to the peak of a Gaussian fit to the total
energy distribution within ±2&. This peak leakage is relevant, since many Tile-
Cal test-beam analyses quote the energy response with respect to a Gaussian
fit and not with respect to the mean, i.e. tail e!ects are usually neglected.

The special test-beam set-up used in this analysis allows to measure the40

peak leakage with the granularity of a TileCal cell. The energy is measured by
including all TileCal cells up to a certain depth and a Gaussian is fit to the
resulting energy distribution.
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Figure 26: Calculated average longitudinal energy leakage fraction from TileCal production
modules for pions (closed symbols) and protons (open symbols) corresponding to the TileCal
length in the projective geometry for a particle incident at |"| = 0.35. (7.9 !)

pion proton
Ebeam [GeV] a [%] b [!] a [%] b [!]

20 169 1.490 !! !!
50 114 1.756 179 1.630
100 125 1.837 167 1.688
180 180 1.768 190 1.735

Table 6: The values of the parameters of the fit functions describing the peak leakage depen-
dence on the calorimeter depth.
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Figure 27: Calculated average longitudinal energy leakage fraction for pions (closed symbols)
and protons (closed symbols) at 100 GeV as a function of the calorimeter depth expressed in
units of |"| corresponding to the TileCal length in the projective geometry.

pion proton
depth [cm] a [%] b a [%] b

135 0.659 0.367 0.799 0.322
165 0.279 0.365 0.252 0.382
195 0.079 0.464 0.078 0.456
223 0.049 0.403 0.033 0.453

Table 7: The values of the parameters of the fit functions describing the peak leakage depen-
dence on the beam energy.
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The leakage calculation based on these peaks are shown in Fig. 28 a) for
pions and in Fig. 28 b) for protons as a function of the calorimeters length. The
superimposed lines allow to interpolate between the measured points. The data
have been fit with a function a ( exp(!x/b) and the parameters are given in
Table 6. On top of Fig. 28 the pseudo-rapidity values (") corresponding to a5

given depth of TileCal in the projective geometry are also indicated. The energy
dependence of the peak leakage based on the peak values is presented in Fig. 29
for various depths for pions and protons. The curves are the results of a fit with
a function a ( (Ebeam)b. The values of the parameters are given in Table 7.

As expected, the relative peak leakage decreases logarithmically with in-10

creasing depth and is relatively more important at high energies.
The peak leakage for a calorimeter length of 165 cm, corresponding to " = 0.4

in projective geometry for TileCal, is between 1!2 % and it is similar for pions
and protons.

10.2. Evaluation of the Dependence of the Energy Resolution on the calorimeter15

depth

The energy carried by particles escaping the calorimeter fluctuates event-by-
event and deteriorates therefore the energy resolution.

Since in the test-beam set-up studied here, the calorimeter longitudinally
fully contains the showers, the e!ect of the longitudinal leakage on the energy20

resolution can be quantified by shortening the volume, where the energy is recon-
structed, in a controlled way. The dependence of the TileCal energy resolution
on the depth of the calorimeter is studied by taking into account only signals
from cells up to a certain depth.

Since the Barrel (Module 0) and Extended Barrel modules have di!erent25

granularity, the response of the Module 0 cells is multiplied by a factor 2 to
compensate the response of the Extended Barrel modules. Such a procedure
guarantees the correct measurement of the mean energy, but leads to a system-
atic overestimation of the spread of the distributions. The resulting bias has
been studied and the results are corrected for it [27].30

The depth dependence of the TileCal energy resolution is shown in Fig. 30
for pions. In the upper plot the resolution is defined as the ratio of the RMS
spread and the mean of the total energy distribution, while in the bottom one
the resolution is defined as the ratio of the & and the peak of a Gaussian fit
to the total energy distribution in the range !2& to 2& around the peak value.35

With both definitions the resolution improves with increasing depth of TileCal.
At a certain depth a further increase of the depth does not lead to an improved
energy resolution. At low energies this point is reached at lower values of the
depths than at high energies. The RMS/mean ratio changes more than the
&/peak one. The ratio of the resolution with respect to one for a calorimeter40

with a length of ! = 10.9! is shown in Fig. 31.
As an example in Fig. 32 the energy distribution of a pion with an energy of

100 GeV is shown for two depths of the calorimeter equal to 8 and 13.6!. While
for the larger depth, the energy distribution is approximately Gaussian, in the
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Figure 28: Calculated longitudinal peak energy leakage fraction on the deposited energy
measured by the mean of a Gaussian fit (“peak”) for 20, 50, 100 and 180 GeV pions (a) and
protons (b) as a function of the calorimeter length. The symbols refer to the measurements, the
lines indicate a parameterization. The |"| values to which the calorimeter length corresponds
to in projective geometry is indicated on top of the figure.
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mean of a Gaussian fit (“peak”) for various depths for pions (a) and for protons (b) as a
function of beam energy. Superimposed as lines is a parameterization described in the text.
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Figure 32: The total energy distributions of 100 GeV pions for two depths of the calorimeter.
The superimposed lines are the results of a fit to the energy distributions in the range !2%
to 2% around the peak value.

case of the smaller depth the longitudinal energy leakage results in a shift of the
peak value and in large low energy tails in the energy distribution. This causes
a relatively large increase of the RMS for shorter depths, while the & is less
sensitive to the low energy tails. This explains the di!erent depth dependencies
of the resolution defined in the two ways as mentioned above.5
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Summary and Conclusions

The response of the Tile calorimeter has been studied for pions and protons
within the energy range of 20 to 180 GeV in a non-projective geometry where
the hadronic shower is almost fully contained in the calorimeter.

The mean response of pions and protons slowly increases with beam energy,5

and the pion-to-protons response ratio is greater than one and slowly decreases
with energy. The resolution is better for protons than for pions at higher ener-
gies. The total energy spectrum is not Gaussian, but is slightly skewed in the
region where the measured event energy is larger than the average energy. This
e!ect is larger for pions than for protons.10

These observations are consistent with a higher electromagnetic energy frac-
tion in the pion induced showers and larger fluctuations of this fraction.

Expressing the energy dependence of the electromagnetic energy fraction of
pion and protons showers as suggested in [1], it is found that this fraction for
proton showers is about 75% of that of pion-induced showers. This ratio slowly15

increases with energy. The e/h ratio is found to be 1.43±0.08 and the exponent
m = 0.84 ± 0.03.

The ratio of pion to proton electromagnetic energy fraction shows an energy
dependence that is due to the stronger variation of the proton electromagnetic
energy fraction. This is consistent with the worse resolution in the case of pions,20

and the negative slope of the energy dependence of the pion-to-protons energy
ratio.

Longitudinal shower profiles have been measured up to a depth of 20 nuclear
interaction lengths separately for pions and protons. The showers induced by
protons are longitudinally shorter, but laterally wider. This can be explained by25

the larger inelastic cross-sections and by the lower fraction of electromagnetic
energy depositions for protons.

The experimental data have been compared with the results of GEANT4
simulation, using two basic physics lists, LHEP and QGSP, as well as extensions
where the Bertini intra-nuclear cascade is used. Neither of those physics lists30

is able to reproduce the data in the whole energy range satisfactorily, although
the addition of the intra-nuclear cascade improves the description for QGSP. A
simple estimator of the lateral shower spread of energies is well reproduced by
Bertini’s extension of both basic physics lists.

The longitudinal shower profile of TileCal is in good agreement with the one35

from the iron-scintillator CDHS calorimeter. The longitudinal shower profiles
unfolded for the non-projective cells configuration can be well fit with an previ-
ously derived analytical shower parameterization. This allows to calculate the
energy deposition of pion and proton induced showers as a function of depth in
the energy range up to 200 GeV.40

The influence of longitudinal shower leakage on the energy resolution has
been studied for calorimeter configurations with a smaller containment. The
mean and the peak energy leakage as well as the degradation in the energy
resolution for varying calorimeter depths have been determined for pions and
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protons. This results can be used to correct test-beam measurement in the
standard projective geometry for downstream energy leakage.
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